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ABSTRACT

The AN/MPS-39 Multiple Object Tracking Radar (MOTR) is a new precision
instrumentation system designed to support range safety, weapon development,
operational test and evaluation, and training exercises involving multiple participants. A
coherent MTI (moving target indicator) variant, the subject of this paper, has been
developed for MOTR using discretionary IR&D funds. A zero recurring cost “software-
only” version of this MTI variant has been successfully tested. The architecture for a
low-cost hardware adjunct designed to increase MTI detection range and simultaneously
provide clutter-suppressed operator displays has also been developed. In this paper, a
brief description of MOTR is given and its adaptability to three-pulse MTI is presented,
along with expected performance results. The implementation of the MTI software only
version is described in some detail and the results of tests are shown. The hardware
adjunct is briefly described. Possible applications of this variant are cited and future
directions MOTR coherent real-time processing can take are given.

INTRODUCTION

Signal-to-clutter enhancement capability is a valuable radar asset which makes possible the
acquisition and track of objects in various degrees of land, sea, or rain clutter. Because of
the cost and complexities involved, few existing instrumentation radars have this feature.
The AN/MPS-39 Multiple Object Tracking Radar (MOTR) is a new precision
instrumentation system designed to support range safety, weapon development,
operational test and evaluation, and training exercises involving multiple participants.
Signal-to-clutter enhancement was not an original requirement for the AN/MPS-39,
however MOTR characteristics make it possible to add coherent moving target indicator 
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(MTI) capability with little impact on the basic radar and at low cost. A coherent MTI
variant has been developed using discretionary IR&D funds. This variant is the subject of
this paper.

The first MPS-39 was delivered to the US Army’s White Sands Missile Range (WSMR)
in May, 1988 where it underwent extensive field testing, culminating in final government
acceptance in December of that year. The second unit was delivered to the US Air
Force’s Eastern Space and Missile Center in April of 1990 and is currently undergoing
test range integration and government acceptance testing. Additional units are being built
by GE at its Moorestown, New Jersey location for WSMR and for the US Air Force
Western Space and Missile Center. Several additional units are planned. A photograph of
the radar is shown in Figure 1.

The MOTR’s transmission lens phased array antenna, mounted on an elevation-over-
azimuth pedestal, enables it to accurately track up to ten targets while simultaneously
processing two surveillance beams. Accuracies better than 0.2 mil RMS angle and 1.0
yard RMS range are achieved while tracking a 20 dB or greater signal-to-noise ratio target.
A 5.0 dB or better signal-to-noise ratio is obtained while tracking a 6-inch-diameter sphere
with a 1.0 microsecond pulsewidth at 100 kiloyard range. The radar is mobile, and its
design is based on Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG)  timing, transponder, and*

frequency standards. Table I lists important system parameters.

ADAPTABILITY OF MOTR TO MTI

Although clutter suppression was not a requirement, there were critical original
specifications that made MOTR MTI feasible (as well as many other variants) including
reserve computer processing power, programmable controls and displays, a requirement
for coherency, and Nth-time-around track capability on single targets.

Pertinent MOTR, Baseline Characteristics

The data processing architecture is based on a multiple, not distributed, processor
concept. The Encore 32/9780 dual processing units can be focused on many different
applications; for example, normal mission operation, mission operation with special
modes (high performance target, intercept, chaff cloud scan, etc.), system calibration, and
built-in test functions, without the need for hardware reconfiguration. The computer
program is written in Fortran with but a small percentage of assembly language
instructions and is readily modified.



Table I. MOTR System Parameters

Parameters Value

Radar Frequency C-Band (5.4 to 6.9 Ghz)
Antenna:

Directive Gain 45.9 dB
Beamwidth 1.05E
Scan Volume 60E cone plus cusps

Transmitter Power:
Peak 1.0 MW
Average 5.0 kW

Range 0.5 to 8192 kyd
System PRF (Selectable) 80, 160, 320, 640, 1280 Hz
Object PRF (Selectable) 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 640, 1280 Hz
Pulsewidth (Selectable):

Non-Chirp 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 µs
Chirp (Expanded) 3.125, 12.5, 50 µs
Chirp (Compressed) 0.25 µs

Pedestal Servo:
Position Servo Rate-aided Type 2
Maximum Rate:

Azimuth 800 mils/s
Elevation 300 mils/s

Maximum Acceleration 200 mils/s/s
Tracking Filters:

Coordinates Cartesian (XYZ)
Types Alpha-Beta, Alpha-Beta-Gamma
Bandwidth PRF/2 to 0.1 Hz

The baseline MOTR, without variants, was specified to have 10% processing time margin
and 25% memory reserve under worst-case load conditions. The processing architecture
is such that every radar return is processed completely through single-hit estimation,
calibration correction, and object tracking filter update, without any hatching of object
position data, even when operating at the highest possible PRF. This architecture is costly
in terms of computer power, but has proven to be extremely flexible. It has been found
that many problems can be solved without negatively impacting time margins. For
example, MTI (herein described), which requires batching of three radar returns, actually
uses less processing time than the fully loaded baseline system.



The great bulk of control pushbuttons are implemented via a programmable touchscreen;
most displays are implemented using computer-driven alphanumerics and graphics. These
features enhance MOTR’s flexibility.

MOTR was specified to provide coherent target motion resolution (TMR) data for post-
mission processing purposes. This in turn drove the requirement for stringent, long-range,
pulse-to-pulse coherency specifications throughout the system.

The radar has two PRF resources; an overall System PRF and a per-object Object PRF.
Permissible values of each are given in Table 1. System PRF selection and Object PRF
selection and distribution may be changed by the radar operators at any time within PRF
resource limitations. An example PRF distribution for the baseline MOTR is shown in
Figure 2.

The requirement that MOTR provide single-target Nth-time-around track capability (later
expanded to ten target unambiguous tracking to 8192 kiloyards) dictated that fine
resolution transmitter main bang automatic phasing be implemented.

Three-pulse Coherent MTI

The above characteristics, in a thorough system tradeoff study of pulse doppler, coherent
and noncoherent two- and three-pulse MTI signal-to-clutter improvement techniques, led
to the selection of coherent three-pulse MTI. This approach offers excellent signal-to-
clutter enhancement, yet has minimal impact on existing radar software/hardware design.

The most significant change brought by MTI implementation was to PRF transmission
scheduling algorithms. Doppler ambiguity is reduced by operating at the highest possible
Object PRF. Therefore, it was decided that the three-pulse MTI string would always be
transmitted at the current System PRF, the highest available frequency. The resultant
typical PRF distribution for MOTR with MTI activated is shown in Figure 2.

MOTR’s ability to phase adjacent transmissions by as much as ± 40 kiloyards in 15.625
yard steps is used in MTI to eliminate blind speeds and maximize signal integration gain.
This feature is known as clear region centering. Figure 4a shows that the signal from an
object having a doppler of either 640, 1920, 3200, etc. hertz realizes maximum integration
gain when the effective PRF is 1280 hertz, while the clutter at zero doppler is suppressed.
Figure 4b shows that as object doppler increases, maximum integration gain is achieved
with an increased MTI Frame PRF, and conversely, 4c shows that decreasing MTI Frame
PRF provides maximum integration gain for slower objects. MOTR clear region centering
algorithms adjust effective object MTI Frame PRF 20 times each second fox each MTI
track and operate to keep the effective MTI Frame PRF as close as possible to the



System PRF. To do this, MOTR must track the spectrum fine line that represents true
object doppler.

MOTR MTI has a clutter-lock feature that can be activated to compensate for moving sea
and rain clutter, clutter caused by windblown foliage, etc. Clutter-lock automatically shifts
the notch of the three-pulse MTI canceller response so that it is positioned near the
centroid of the clutter spectrum.

Signal-to-clutter Enhancement Performance Expectations

Overall MTI improvement factor depends on two components, system instability
limitations and spectral spread of the clutter. System instabilities are driven by other radar
specifications. MOTR, a general purpose instrument, has requirements for short range
operation (500 yards), and therefore, attendant short pulsewidths. With these constraints,
high average power requirements necessitate high peak power (one megawatt) and the use
of a cross-field amplifier (CFA) for the final transmitter stage. This CFA alone would limit
system signal-to-clutter improvement factor to 35.0 dB. Other factors, including local
oscillator (LO) phase noise, timing and analog-to-digital (A/D) jitter, pulsewidth jitter,
pulse amplitude jitter, and A/D quantizing, further reduce the overall system improvement
factor to 29.3 dB (for 0.25 microsecond pulsewidth operation). Clear region centering,
discussed previously, provides an additional improvement of 4.3 dB, bringing the overall
expected signal-to-clutter enhancement against stationary clutter to 33.6 db.

Analysis shows that overall improvement factor against sea clutter with 0.25 microsecond
pulsewidth, 1280 hertz System PRF, sea state 5 and clutter-lock activated is 24.8 dB.
Again, clear region centering provides an additional 4.3 dB improvement resulting in an
overall signal-to-clutter enhancement for these conditions of 29.1 dB.

MTI IMPLEMENTATION (SOFTWARE-ONLY VERSION)

A significant MOTR MTI capability requiring only software changes has been
implemented by GE at Moorestown and tested in the radar. This configuration of MTI is
referred to in this paper as the “software-only” version. A software-only implementation
has obvious economic advantages. However, additional operational enhancements
(increased target detection extent and display improvements) can be provided by an MTI
hardware adjunct, described below.

In the software-only version, clutter suppression operation is provided in both detection
and track modes. For MTI active object files, MTI Frame PRFs of 20, 40, 80, 160, or
320 hertz are operator-selectable, but must be one-quarter or less of the current System
PRF. Adjacent MTI triplets are always separated by at least one System PRI which may



be used for non-MTI tracks. Multiple MTI and non-MTI objects may be activated
concurrently, consistent with available radar resources. A single range gate and beam
pointing computation is performed once per MTI frame and is based on the time of the
second pulse of the triplet.

In MTI track mode, six concurrent MTI processes are carried out, four for sum channel
noise, early, center, and late samples and one each for the two monopulse angle error
channel samples.

As previously described, an operator-selectable clutter-lock control is provided to offset
the notch of the MTI response away from DC and an operator-selectable clear region
centering feature is provided to eliminate MTI blind speeds and maximize signal coherent
integration.

In both MTI detection and track modes, automatic gain control (AGC) is always selected.
AGC is based on the first PRI in each MTI triplet. In detection mode, AGC is driven by
the greatest of 36 digital video integration (DVI) samples over the detection gate. In MTI
track mode, AGC is driven by the greatest of sum center, alpha error, and beta error
samples.

Touchscreen control of MTI operations is provided on both an overall system and on an
object file basis. The MOTR data recording and playback processing has also been
modified to include the additional MTI parameters.

MTI Clutter Canceller

When MTI is activated for an object file via the MOTR touchscreen, a three-pulse
cancellation is performed once per MTI triplet for each complex I and Q sample used for
detection or for track purposes. The processing is shown in Figure 5. In detection mode,
36 cancellation processes are required. In track mode, six canceller outputs are used to
drive the baseline MOTR track process. An additional output of the clutter canceller is a
hatched signal used to drive the clear region centering process. Because of dynamic range
increase, MOTR scales the coherent I and Q data results of the MTI track mode process
before recording for post-mission data analysis.

Clear Region Centering

When clear region centering is selected, via the touchscreen, for an active MTI object file,
a signed delta time value is added to the nominal System PRI spacing to obtain the three-
pulse spacing for each MTI frame.



In MTI detection mode, two delta values, with phase errors of plus and minus pi radians
relative to the designated rate, are used on alternate detection windows. This ensures that
the clutter-cancelled signals from at least one detection window will fall within the three-
pulse canceller’s passband, even when the designated rate is in error.

In MTI track mode, the 20 hertz batched clear region centering signal from the clutter
cancellation process is used to generate a phase error which in turn adjusts the PRI to
accomplish maximum signal integration.

Clutter-lock Processing

When Clutter-lock is selected to improve performance against sea and rain clutter, a
complex average clutter-lock weight is computed using clutter samples from the first two
PRIs in each MTI triplet. If clutter-lock is disabled, the clutter-lock weight is set to 1 + j0.
In MTI track mode, two clutter bin sum channel samples are used, one preceding and one
trailing normal track data. These samples are expected to contain clutter without signal. In
MTI detection mode, alternate bins (18 out of 36) are used to derive the average clutter-
lock weight. The clutter-lock weight processing is shown in Figure 6.

MTI Detection Processing

In the software-only version of MOTR MTI, detection gate width is limited because of 1)
existing design constraints, and 2) computer processing load. Detection is accomplished
using DVI only without preceding binary integration; 36 clutter-cancelled bins are
processed. DVI sample spacing is a direct function of transmit pulsewidth. MTI detection
gate width varies as follows:

Transmit PW Detection Gate
(Microseconds) Width (Yards)

1.0 2250.0
0.5 1125.0

0.25 562.5

The DVI detection process is performed over a window of ten successive MTI frames. A
non-sliding window technique is used. The DVI detection process is, of course,
synchronized with object file angle scan control.



TEST RESULTS

The MTI software-only version was successfully tested in the fourth quarter of 1989. It
was first verified, using the MTI version of the program with MTI disabled, that normal
system operation was retained. It was then verified, with MTI active, that the radar does
not transition to track on clutter, and finally, again with MTI active, that the radar acquires
and tracks targets both in clutter and in the clear.

MOTR MTI mode was tested extensively against automobiles, trucks, helicopters, high
and low flying aircraft, and a variety of projectiles. Data from these tests were analyzed in
Moorestown. The results show that the software version of MTI met all goals with no
exceptions.

Target doppler is a by-product of the MTI process. Figure 7 is a typical plot showing
object doppler versus time. These data were recorded during test. The reduction in
variance in doppler derived from MTI phase data (thin line) compared with doppler
computed from the MOTR tracking filter range rate data (thick line) is clearly evident.

MTI HARDWARE ADJUNCT

The software-only version of MOTR MTI has two shortcomings: (1) the radar search
range extent is severely limited, and (2) the operator A-scope and R-scope displays do
not show the clutter-cancelled signal. Both problems can be overcome with an MTI
hardware adjunct, a straightforward, low-cost addition to the MOTR signal processor,
and minor modifications to the previously described MOTR MTI software-only version.

The architecture of the MTI hardware and necessary MTI software-only modifications
were also developed in 1989, however no detail design or testing have been
accomplished. The MTI hardware adjunct will provide target detection over a range of up
to 16 kiloyards. It will also supply clutter-cancelled A and R scope displays up to
±8 kiloyards, centered about the range gate.

APPLICATIONS

MOTR MTI facilitates skin tracking any object having radial rate with respect to the radar.
The track benefits from the coherent three-pulse integration gain (4.3 dB) either in or out
of clutter and up to approximately 30 dB clutter suppression in a heavy clutter
environment. MTI may be used against land clutter to track low flying objects or land
vehicles. A clutter-lock feature is provided to track moving sea or rain clutter and may be
turned on and off at will by the operator.



MOTR MTI may be used to acquire objects at first motion. This is particularly important
for shoulder-launched projectiles or any object launched at a low elevation angle. Without
this capability, it would be necessary to acquire these objects significantly after launch;
i.e., after they have cleared any interfering clutter. If the object were errant, it is probable it
would not pass angle/range acquisition criteria and would not be tracked. In this scenario,
the launch point is known to a few yards and the short detection interval provided by the
software-only version is more than adequate.

The MTI hardware adjunct, when implemented, will enhance the detection of objects
whose position is not well known, for example, an off-road vehicle (truck, tank, etc.)

The MOTR MTI feature can be readily expanded to meet new objectives. Small-caliber,
high-fire-rate bullet streams and targets can be tracked simultaneously to determine
accurate miss-distance. Small objects can be tracked in the presence of larger ones; for
example, both the shooter and the missile in an air launch scenario can be skin-tracked at
first relative motion. In addition, the missile and its target can be simultaneously skin-
tracked to again determine accurate miss-distance.

CONCLUSION

A significant and low cost MTI capability has been developed and tested for the Multiple
Object Tracking Radar. Once integrated into the first production MOTR, the MTI
software-only version will have zero recurring cost. The MTI hardware adjunct, when
developed, will provide increased detection range and clutter-suppressed video displays.

Future IR&D tasks will focus on expanding this initial MOTR real-time coherent
processing capability in the direction of simultaneous two-body tracking (unresolvable in
angle and range, but resolvable in doppler), accurate miss-distance measurement, and
coherent integration.
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Figure 1. MOTR in Operation (US Army Photograph)

Figure 2. Example Baseline MOTR PRF Distribution

Figure 3. Typical PRF Distribution with MTI Activated
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Figure 4. Clear Region Centering

Figure 5. Three-pulse MTI Clutter Canceller

Figure 6. Clutterlock Weight Processing

Figure 7. Range Rate and Phase Derived Doppler Versus Time


